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ED IT ORIAL N O T E
Some of the most difficult problems of cost accounting are
found in the allocation of costs to joint - products and by- products.
Much depends on the basis u sed; no ma tter how accurately
costs a re determined to the point of split -off, these costs ca nnot
be of the grea test u sefu lness u ntil they a re a lloca ted to the ma in
products and by- products or to the joint - products.
In accou nting for joint - products there is much to be learned
from the experience of others. A. M. F o x is especially well
equipped to make a contribution on this subject. As Chief of
the Economic Division of the United Sta tes T ariff Commission
he ha s directed a sta ff of tra ined economists a nd cost a na lysts in
a number of cost -of- production investigations under the so- called
"flexible provisions" of the T a ri ff Acts of 1922 to 1930, a nd in
all investigations ordered by the President under section 3 ( e )
of the National Industrial Recovery Act, designed to establish
whether imports are in such quantities and under such conditions of competition a s to enda n ger the opera tio n of a ny codes
adopted by industries.
Mr . Fox attended the public schools of Brook lyn, N. Y.,
Cornell Univer sity a nd New York University, a nd received the
degrees of C. E. and A. M. For three yea rs after gra du ation
he wa s a fel low in t ra nsport a tio n a n d in stru ctor a t the Univ ersity of Michigan. H e then held the following positions: clerk,
cost department, Dodge Bros. Motor Co.; investiga tor, Detroit
street railway and telephone ra te ca ses; examiner, Michigan
Sta te T a x Commission; Assista nt to Genera l Va lu ation Cou nsel,
New York Central Lines; lecturer, Department of Economics
and School of Business and Civic Administration, College of
City of New York . Since 1923 he has been with the Tariff
Commission, and in charge of its Economics Division since 192 4.
Ou r first article on "Joint Produ ct Costs" by Mr . F o x is a
very clear presentation of the principles of joint - product and
by- product costing.
Pa ssing from general principles to their application to a
specific industry, we ha ve a s our second article a discussion of
some of the problems in "Accou nting for the Canning Indu stry."
R. H . Ba rr, the a u thor of this a rtic le a ttended the sta te u niversities of Wisconsin and California before becoming affiliated
with the America n Seedless Raisin Co. Afte r fo u r y ea rs with
this compa ny, he spent one yea r in public pra ctice with Hask ins
& Sells in Sa n Fra ncisco. Since 1919 he has been connected
with Hu nt Bros. Pa ck i ng Co., being a t present Sec reta ry of the
Company. In addition to his membership in N. A. C. A., Mr .
Hu nt is a member of the California Sta te Society of Certified
Public Accounta nts.
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JOINT- PRODUCT COSTS
By A. M. Fox, Chief Economics Division,
U. S. Tariff Commission, Washington, D. C.
Introduction
AIM shall be to provide some background for the all M Yimportant
problem of joint or multiple production, by briefly
sketching the different systems of production and some of the industrial tendencies, to make clear what joint costs are, by attempting to distinguish between waste, spoilage, scrap, by- products, and
joint products, and between overhead and joint costs, and briefly
to discuss some of the methods for treating by- product and joint product costs.
In this "cock- eyed" world of ours, which is surely in a sorry
plight today, there is an intelligent clamor for planned production.
While industry was carried on in small units, employment of haphazard, or hit -and -miss methods did not have the serious consequences they do today because the collapse of any number of units
could not seriously affect any community. Furthermore, being in
a deficiency economy, the margin between cost and price was so
wide as to permit many wastes and still afford an opportunity to
absorb considerable inefficiency without rendering the unit unprofitable. But we are today facing a situation where planned
production must be introduced, to harmonize production with consumptive possibilities, to eliminate waste, and, most important of
all, to assure the best utilization of the factors of production. It
is unthinkable that we should continue in an economic system
without coordination and control.
There is general agreement too that we must soon have a more
equitable basis of distribution of income. Having learned how to
produce efficiently and sufficiently to meet human requirements,
the problem is to devise ways and means of distributing properly
the income so that human beings generally can enjoy the benefits
of the tremendous progress that has been made. An adequate basis
of distribution is important too because it alone can provide the
purchasing power to assure continued operation and production.
It has become clear, even to the most conservative people, that during the seemingly prosperous years distribution was faulty and that
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only a small proportion of the wealth produced by labor was distributed to labor, the remainder being concentrated in altogether
too few hands. It is by reason of this maldistribution that every
few years it seems necessary for us to go through a period of
violent adjustment before distribution and consumption again become adjusted.
But neither intelligently planned production nor equitable distribution of income will be feasible without adequate cost records in
industry. Surely, we have made wonderful strides, you will say,
in cost accounting. Yes, and no. Theoretically, we have. Business
men give lip service to the desirability of good cost records, but all
too rarely are they so imbued with a sense of their importance as to
set up a cost system as an integral part of their business structure.
Too often are cost records viewed as a luxury, to be indulged in
in prosperous times and dispensed with in times of adversity —
when they are most needed. In all fairness, cost accountants must
accept a measure of responsibility for this situation, for not infrequently has the accountant been to blame for the introduction of
a cost system which is too elaborate, or poorly adapted to the
essential requirements of a particular business unit.
It is probable that for some time to come the margin of profits
in business will not be so great as they were during prosperous
years. Business will, therefore, have to watch its P's and Q's and
will be compelled to give closer attention to the profitableness of
its various lines. With declining profits, adequate cost accounting,
especially where joint products are manufactured, will be a
necessity.
And now briefly as to the different systems of production:
Systems of Production
Industry has been conducted under four systems, namely: i.
Family; z. Handicraft; 3. Domestic, and q.. Factory.
i. The family or feudal system of conducting industry prevailed from antiquity to the early part of the Middle Ages. Under
this system, society was composed of many units or groups, at the
head of each of which was a feudal baron or lord. The people
were merely a mass of serfs or slaves. Each group or family was
barely able to produce sufficient to meet its own needs.
916
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2. The handicraft system. —With the breakdown of the feudal
system, we find industries growing up in communities or towns.
Each business unit was small, and using the raw material at its
disposal, produced only in such quantities as the immediate market
required. Each artisan, aided by apprentices, attended to all the
processes of production. Each owned his tools of production. It
was a system of individual effort. In time, the need for protection
was felt and the artisans organized themselves into associations or
guilds. This period is referred to either as the guild or handicraft
period of production. It reached its apex in the days of the glory
of the Venetian Republic.

A survival of this system is still to be found in modern life in
the early stages of manufacturing, essentially those involving hand
processes, such as cobblers, custom tailors, etc.
3. The domestic system extended from the middle of the i5th
to the 18th century. In the operation of the handicraft system we
find merchants or middlemen gradually taking over the marketing
of the products of the guild. In time they also came to supply the
raw materials, the workers being called upon to supply merely the
tools to be used in their labor. Traces of this system are to be
found today in the sweatshop, a form of industry that has increased
during the present depression.
4. The factory system, made possible by the discoveries and inventions of science, ushered in an industrial revolution. The factory took the place of the home as the unit of production, the
factory owners supplying not only the raw material, as under the
domestic system, but also the tools of production. With the introduction of power the workers and the tools of production were all
brought together in one place, called the factory, the workers supplying merely the labor.
It is interesting to observe that, during all the earlier systems of
production and even through a considerable part of the factory
system, the problem of costing was comparatively simple, involving
merely the assignment to definite products of the proportionate
costs of raw material and labor, and such general or overhead expenses as might have been entailed. There were no serious complications such as are presented today by by- product and joint product production. The processes of production and the forms
917
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of organization were so simple that no formal system of cost keeping was necessary.
In these earlier days of the factory system, waste was undoubtedly rampant, for the main endeavor was to produce some one
product, and any part of the raw material not used in the production of that product was wasted. As business became more complicated and the margin of profits smaller, closer attention was
necessarily given to better control of production processes through
cost records, to the elimination of waste, and ultimately to the
utilization of wastes and by- products. But of this we shall speak
later.
It may be well too to spend a few minutes on some of the industrial tendencies bearing upon joint costs.
Some Industrial Tendencies Bearing Upon Joint Costs
( i ) Standardization —the limitation of types, sizes, and numbers
of the different products.
(a ) Aggregation —the increase in the size of the units.
(3) Specialization —the limitation of the activities of men and
enterprises.
( r ) Standardization. —The advantages of economic mass production are greatest when the types and sizes of product have been
standardized; the methods, processes, and procediire have been
standardized; the tools of production have been standardized, etc.
Standardization lessens the cost and in a limited sense improves
the quality of product at the marketing price; makes for promptness of delivery and convenience of repairs and renewals.
Interchangeability of parts and the market advantages thereof
have been made possible through standardization. Thus the development of interchangeable parts of clocks in colonial days gave
impetus to the clock industry in Connecticut and made for wide
sale of clocks, leading to their mass production.
It is important to note that mass production in the end may result in such accumulation of scrap material as to compel serious
thought to be given to the utilization of what on a small scale
could be ignored as waste. Under the very probable sharpening
of the already keen competition between producers, the more ef918
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fective utilization of waste may easily become the determining
factor as to which producers will survive.
( 2 ) Aggregation. —There is a marked tendency in modern times
to aggregate and increase the sizes of units of production. Oftentimes this is overdone. For every business there is a particular size
at which all the factors can be most advantageously employed. The
increase of units beyond this point results in unprofitable employment of the factors of production and finally leads to failure. For
business enterprises that can employ machine processes, it is a general axiom that business becomes more profitable as it increases in
size. As the units become larger, the better the processes that can
be employed and the more cheaply the products can be produced,
providing of course that operation can be maintained at or near
full capacity. The chief advantage of large -scale production is
specialization, and the opportunity for research or experimentation
in the most effective utilization of wastes and by- products.
In the case of businesses such as meat - packing plants, manufactories, and refineries, large -scale production makes practicable the
use of by- products which would be ignored by smaller concerns
because utilization of small amounts would not pay. Thus packers
produce glue from bones, and knife handles from hoofs or horns.
Ironworks collect blast- furnace gas and sell it or use it themselves,
while steel mills make their slag into cement or sell it for that purpose. For small operations these utilizations would hardly be
feasib1e.
(3 ) Specialization. —As competition grows keener and industry
more highly developed, it becomes most profitable to concentrate
on a limited field. Every branch of industry shows evidence of this
concentration. The smaller the field of activity, the better the
processes employed and the cheaper the units produced. Workers
also become highly specialized, competent only in a small field. In
place of trained mechanics and operators, we develop machine
tenders. This tendency extends also through the professions. The
specialization of cost accountants in recent years has been especially
noticeable.
The evolution of specialization may be said to run roughly as
follows:
i. Specialization in particular products, some producers making
flour, others shoes, others tools, etc.
919
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2. The specialization of process, one set of men engaging in
iron mining, another in smelting, another in steel making, another
in machinery manufacture, and still another in transportation.
3. Sub - division of processes into simple operations, particularly
in manufacturing, and the specialization of operations, leading to
minute division of labor, and the replacement of labor by
machinery.
4. Functional specialization, sharply dividing people into landlords, laborers, and capitalists, and cuts across the divisions and
types mentioned above.
Whatever changes the future may bring — whether in the direction of an increase in the number of small units, corresponding to
those prevailing during the handicraft period, or whether a recession to the practices of the domestic period, as in the present depression by an increase in sweatshop production —it must be clear
that the factory system, with specialization and large -scale production, is here to stay. It must also be clear that in the future
waste must be reduced to a minimum or utilized as by- products as
a supplementary source of income. The problems of by- product,
joint - product or multiple production, therefore, will unquestionably become increasingly important in the future.

Differentiation Between Waste, Spoilage, Scrap, By- products, and
Joint- Products
In nearly all manufacturing operations losses occur through
waste, spoilage, or the production of scrap. These losses, whatever
their cause, whether accidental or unavoidable, present some of
the most annoying and complex problems confronting the cost
accountant and business man. By careful watching, they may be
reduced to a minimum, but they can never be entirely eliminated.
In the early stages of manufacture, small -scale production is the
rule and it often lasts over a long period. Wastes are thrown on
the dump -heap, even though the technique of utilizing the material
is definitely known. But as processes of production are perfected,
the volume of sales increased, the market stabilized, the larger
firms, finding their waste increasing and troublesome and expensive to dispose of, begin to sound out the intricacies of by- product
production. Some wastes cannot readily be transformed into marketable products. Others require a technique of processing entirely
920
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foreign to that of the main product, and the parent industry is loath
to undertake a new enterprise. Outside industries are equally hesitant to become dependent upon the waste of some other industry
for this raw material.
At times a by- product acquires such importance as to become a
joint product with the main product. In fact it is axiomatic that
the by- product of today may be the joint product of tomorrow.
It would be well, therefore, to spend a few minutes getting clear
the distinction between the terms: waste, spoilage, and scrap.
(a) Waste.—Waste arises from the operations of manufacture
itself and, though it can be foreseen and predicted, the amount is
usually variable in quantity. It is not quite the same thing as spoilage, although the demarcation is at times difficult to establish.
Waste represents a failure to extract the most out of the material
used, or it is due to adverse conditions of manufacture, such as
shrinkage of material, evaporation of moisture, ejection of sediments, scums, etc. A good example of waste is afforded by the
process of cutting shapes or blanks from sheets, such as gloves
from skins. The number of good and usable blanks will depend on
the condition of the leather and the skill of the operator, and the
waste will vary accordingly. Waste in the strict sense has no market value, representing either a shrinkage in value or a failure to
produce at standard efficiency. In so far as this failure results in
the destruction of material, as the cutting of fewer pairs of gloves
from the skin than is possible, it increases the scrap material.
(b) Spoilage.— Spoilage means imperfect work and is always
accidental, although a certain percentage is inseparable from certain kinds of work. Thus, for example, in a gross of briarwood
pipes, only 1 3 0 may pass the inspector, or, to take another example,
out of too dozen pairs of leather gloves, 95 dozen may be salable
as firsts. The remainder must either be sold as seconds or scrapped.
(c) Scrap. —Scrap is produced in the course of manufacture.
It is in substance a by- product of low value. The scrap of one
industry may be the raw material of another industry. To return
to the glove illustration, the scrap is what is left after the blanks
are cut out of a sheet; scrap results in all cases, waste only when
the material fails to yield the maximum number of blanks. The
marketable value of scrap is generally less than that of the original
material.
921
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Thus waste technically is the loss of quantity of a product; spoilage the destruction of material already in process, involving value
of material spoiled, labor, and expense. Scrap is material of no use
for the purpose for which the original was intended. It may arise
from spoilage or more usually it is a sort of by- product, such as
the remnants of skins in glove or rags in clothing manufacture.
Textiles present a good illustration of non -by- product industry,
to which the three above terms especially apply.
(d ) By- products. —By- product operations are those in which
the production of a principal or major product is accompanied by
one or more minor products. Thus in the meat - packing industry,
the production of dressed meat is accompanied by numerous minor
by-products; in the flour - milling industry, the production of high grade flour is accompanied by low -grade flour and mill -feed; in
soap making, in the process of the mixing and boiling ingredients,
sundry rejections take place, some of which are run into a sewer
while others are collected for recovery of by- products such as
glycerine, involving a separate set of processes; in the coke industry the production of coke is accompanied by tar, benzol, and
ammonia. The rapid growth since 1898 of coke production by the
by- product process and the decline of the beehive method is depicted in Chart A following. (In Chart B is shown the relative
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values of t he cok e and by- p roducts, a nd in Chart C the valu es of
the various by- products.)
( e ) Joint - Products. —Joint or multiple - product operations are
those in the course of which several products are produced, the
production being in such proportions that no single commodity
can be designated as a "major" product. Thus in the oil industry,
gasoline, fuel oil, lubricating oil, paraffin wax, asphalt, and kerosene are produced fr om the crude petroleum.
Kerosene was
once the principal product of petroleum distillation, the remaining prod ucts be ing pra cticall y waste until the automobile became
common. At p res ent ga sol ine is the principal product, and fuel
oil, lubricating stocks, and kerosene are joint products. One
important characteristic of joint products is that the increased
production of one product results in an increase of the other
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products. Thus an increase in the production of wool entails an
increased output of mutton and compels the raiser of sheep to find
a market not only for the wool but also the mutton. So, too, the
production of egg yolks is limited by the market possibilities of
its joint product, egg whites.
One interesting form of joint - product production is presented
by industries in which many different grades of a product are
obtained. Many of the Tariff Commission's investigations have
involved this type of joint product, and they present especially
baffling cost problems. Thus in its glue investigation the Commission found that as many as 2 1 different grades of hide glue were
produced, the highest grade requiring the least processing of
the raw material and accordingly made at the least cost, each
subsequent and poorer grade requiring additional processing and
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therefore at added cost. But to establish the costs of each of
the grades was, on the basis of the available records, practically
impossible.
( f ) Co- product. —The term co- product may be defined as a
salable product made by adding labor, material, and overhead to a
by- product in order to convert it into an article with a still greater
market value, i.e., one or more of the by- products produced in
the manufacture of a major product are converted by further manufacturing processes into a product of greater value and importance. Commercial fertilizer made from the bones of animals
slaughtered in the meat- packing industry is a co- product.
Let us pursue the subject of by- product and joint - product production a little further to make certain that the characteristics of
these have been clearly established.
First, let me repeat that both in the case of by- product and
joint - product production, a number of products are produced in
the course of the process, the designation of the resulting product
as by- or joint - product depending upon its relative value. If,
of the total value of the resultant products, the value of the particular product is only a small proportion, the product is termed
a by- product and the other product the "main" product. When
the values of the respective products are each a considerable proportion of the whole, these products are viewed as joint products.
A test of joint -cost products is when a variation in the facilities
for producing one of the articles or set of products causes a like
variation in the facilities of putting out the other product or set
of products. Thus the meeting of peak -loads by electric companies requires facilities which make available larger facilities at
other times and hence the joint -cost problem in this field and that
of the utilization of excess facilities.
And the relative value of the respective products may so shift
as to cause a by- product to become a joint product and vice versa.
Thus, in the early days of the English Leblanc soda industry, soda
ash (sodium carbonate) was the sole marketable product, salt
cake a waste, and hydrochloric acid fumes a nuisance to vegetation for miles around. Successful damage suits and ultimately
Parliamentary acts led to the production of hydrochloric acid,
for which an increasingly profitable market was found. The development of the ammonia -soda (solvay) process turned out soda
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ash at a much lower price. ( Salt cake and hydrochloric acid
are not produced by this method.) The other product produced
in the course of the solvay process was calcium chloride, for
many years a waste product with nuisance value, but now utilized
in large part for refrigeration, dust control, and other purposes.
The later development of the electrolytic alkali industry produced
the joint products liquid chlorine and caustic soda (which is also
produced from soda ash) very cheaply, and the Leblanc industry
declined and finally became extinct. The output of atustic soda
by electrolysis is limited by the market for chlorine, which is
produced in chemically equivalent amounts with the caustic soda.
Because of its poisonous nature, chlorine cannot be disposed of
merely as waste.
Important utilization has been made of what were once waste
products. Swift and Company in its 1932 Year Book, on page
31, makes an interesting statement with respect to by- products.
It reads :
Meat - packing —wide range of by- products. —In addition to ha ndling perishable food products, Swift and Company is compelled by force of circumstances to deal in the by- products derived from sla ughtering operations.
These raw products must be manu factured to a merca ntile stage, and. this
necessitates the ownership and operation of a number of by- product industries.
The by- product industries a fford an unu su a l degree of diversification. On
the one hand Swift and Company is necessarily engaged in the ra w wool
indu stry — providing raw materia l for the woolen a nd worsted manufactu rers.
At the same time the company is in the business of cu ring hides for the
ta nner; of pressing the oil from select fats for the oleoma rga rine ma nu fa ctu rers; of rendering other fa ts into ta llow for the soa p ma nu facturer, a nd into
me a t s c r a p s f o r s t o c k a n d p o u l t r y fe e ds; o f a s s e m b l i n g t h e m a n y gl a n d s a n d

secretions of cattle, sheep, and hogs for the manufa ctu rer of medicine; and
of prepa ring the many other by- produ cts which become the ra w ma teria l for
glue, knife handles, brushes, buttons, fertilizers, etc. Ea ch of these byprodu ct indu stries is a bu siness in itself, sepa ra te a nd distinct from the mea t
or produce business.
T he by- products which Swift and Company manu factures to a finished
st a t e a re : stock and poultry feeds, fertilizer, soap, glue, oleoma rgarine, and
gelatin. Other by- products, such as wool and hides, are prepared only to
their first merchantable stage and a re then sold. In order to supply the
tra de with produ cts which su pplement la rd a nd oleo oil, the compa ny refine
cottonseed and other vegetable oils and then converts them into vegetable
shortening or salad oil.

Thousands of illustrations could easily be cited of effective
utilization of what were formerly waste products. A few will
suffice:
1 . Cottonseed accompanying cotton. The seed was formerly
thrown away or used only as fertilizer; it is now the basis of a
great oil and oil cake industry.
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z. The bagasse from the grinding of sugar cane, formerly a
waste product, is now used to make celotex, a wall board and
insulator.
3. The molasses left as a residuum in the making of sugar,
formerly wasted for the most part, is now the raw material for
industrial alcohol.
4. Methanol is now made from several former waste products,
i.e., from
(a) Gas from the manufacture of butyl alcohol and acetone;
(b) Gas from calcium carbide furnaces; and
(c) Gas produced in fixation of nitrogen.
5. Linoleum is made in part from waste from the manufacture
of cork products.
6. Paper is made in some places from what formerly was sawmill waste.
7. Fish offal is made into oil and fertilizer.
8. Small waste timber is made into rayon.
I want to make clear another distinction that, between synthetic
and analytic manufacturing, for multiple production may occur
in both of these types of manufacturing. In the synthetic type a
number of ingredients are combined and in the course of the
process of production a number of products produced. Thus
three main ingredients, iron ore, coke and limestone, are combined
to produce pig iron. From the slag coming from the blast furnace,
cement and fertilizer are obtained as by- products — formerly the
disposal of the slag entailed an added expense. And in the production of coke (used in the pig iron production) from coal, three
valuable by- products —gas, ammonia, and tar —are obtained.
In the analytic type of manufacturing, a compound body is separated into its commercial constituent parts. Meat packing is a
good example of this type. Another is the production of cocoa,
chocolate, and cocoa butter from cocoa beans. And still another
is the production of flour and mill -feed from wheat; and methanol,
acetate of lime, and charcoal from hardwood distillation.
General Discussion of Methods of Accounting for By- Product and
Joint- Product Industries
We face here all the cost complications usually encountered
with respect to raw material, labor, and overhead in ordinary
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industries and a great deal more. Wherever feasible, providing
it can be done without involving too much detail or too great an
expense, separable costs should be kept for at least the more important products of multiple- production industries. For the most
part, the costs of multiple - production industries are non- separable.
These non - separable costs must be apportioned to the respective
products upon some logical, rational basis. Neither accountants
nor economists have been able to devise a method which will yield
by- product or joint -cost figures which do not contain a large
element of arbitrariness. But it must be remembered that it is
far better to rely upon an intelligent estimate or a sophisticated
guess in the distribution of non - separable costs than to use a
statistical basis inappropriate for the purpose.
In the allocation of joint costs any one of several criteria may
be used; and it is obvious that the proportion of cost assigned to
each product may be different. Furthermore, it does not take
much imagination to conceive that in the wide range of multiple production industries, a cost criterion which is appropriate in one
industry may not be appropriate in another industry. No general
rule can be laid down, because the circumstances in joint - product
industries are peculiar in each instance. Each process will have
its special inter - relationships and complexities calling for adaptation of the general principles. Which of the many methods will
best suit the particular situation will depend upon conditions;
the best adaptation is possible only where a thorough grasp is had
of the industry in general and of the particular plant. under consideration. A thorough knowledge of the industry and a thoughtful, accurate analysis are prerequisites for decent cost work in
joint - product industries.
The principal methods of allocating joint costs are:
For by- products: The method most usually employed may be
roughly dubbed the "addition and subtraction" method or byproduct credit method. Here all the costs are charged to the
major or main product and the receipts from the sale of the byproduct credited to the major product. This method is based on
the assumption that the cost of producing the by- product is approximately equal to the receipts derived from it. Obviously
no profit is shown from the sale of the by- product. Thus in determining the cost of beet sugar the Tariff Commission subtracted
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from the total cost the value of the sugar -beat pulp; and in its
glue investigation, deducted the value of the tankage or grease
from the total cost of producing the various grades of glue.
A variation of this method charges all the cost to the main
product and credits it with the standard market value of the byproduct, this standard market value being based on the average
selling price over a long period.
Occasionally it is assumed that the by- product has no cost.
The whole cost is charged to the main product, and if anything
is realized from the sale of the by- product it is considered a
clear gain and is classed under "miscellaneous income." Under
a variation of this method, only the packing, wrapping, and selling
costs are charged to the by- product. All other costs are charged
to the main product and the net receipts from the sale of the
by- product, less the packing, wrapping, and selling costs, are
treated as "miscellaneous income."
For joint products: Of the several methods of calculating joint
costs the one most used is allocating costs to the joint products
on the basis of selling prices, or selling prices less separable costs.
In other words, it merely divides the joint costs for which we
can find no other basis for division so satisfactory, on the theory
that presumably value is to put into the respective products in the
same ratio in which value, as expressed by selling price, comes
out. The percentages used for apportioning joint costs by the
sales - allocation method should be based on the total sales value
of each product, rather than on the unit sales value. This method
is particularly appropriate when the market is competitive and
when there is a wide divergence between the market values of
the several products.
Apportioning the joint costs on the basis of market value may
at times be an uncertain procedure. Variations in prices, whether
seasonal or irregular, bring cost variations which make the costs
not only meaningless but cover over and obscure cost changes
which represent variations in efficiency. It may well be that the
price of one product fluctuated violently while that of the other
joint product varied little or not at all, and still the costs assigned
to the second product, even where the total cost items have not
changed to any extent, would vary greatly by reason of the fluctuation in price of the other product. In the methanol case the Tariff
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Commission based its recommendations upon cost figures which
were allocated to the joint products — methanol, acetate of lime,
and charcoal— according to the relative sales value of the several
products. The weighted average cost of production of methanol
in the United States was found to decline over io per cent in
1925, as compared with 1929. This result was not due to the
elimination of high -cost producers, poorly located with reference
to wood supply and markets, nor was it to be explained by the
scrapping of obsolete plant and the modernization of technique.
It was due merely to the method of computing costs. Chart D
depicts the relative prices of the joint products, methanol, acetate
of lime, and charcoal.
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To avoid the artificial variations in costs arising from price
fluctuations of one or another of the joint products, standard or
normal values, based on average prices over a long period, may
be employed instead of the actual prices during the cost period.
Or a fixed coefficient of allocation may be assigned to the different
joint products, the coefficient being based upon either nonnal
values of the joint products or upon other criteria, or a combination of criteria. These are sometimes determined on the basis of
test runs carefully studied and measured performance during a
short period.
Other bases of allocating joint costs are gauged by physical
coefficients. In this type of allocation each joint product assumes a
proportion of the total cost equal to the proportion the product
comprises of the total raw material used, expressed in such physical measurements as (a) Volume; (b) Weight; (c) Atomic
weight; or (d) Heat units of the finished products.
Thus many manufacturers of lumber determine their total cost
of operation, divide it by the total number of feet produced of all
grades and apply the unit cost to each kind of lumber by volume
produced. A more refined method is to run off various grades
of lumber, such as clear, No. t , and No. z, find the relative
proportion of each in a given time, and then apply these relative
productivity coefficients in allocating costs.
Oil refiners sometimes allocate the cost of raw oil to the various
refined products on the basis of the weight of each refined product.
In the carbonization of coal, during which the principal products
obtained are coke, coal -tar, benzol, sulphate of ammonia and gas,
the cost of fuel is sometimes distributed to the respective products
in proportion to the weight of the recovered products after adjustment of losses or waste.
An example of the allocation of costs by atomic weight is found
in the electrolytic caustic soda and chlorine plants. The joint
costs of the process up to the point of the split -off of the chlorine
from the caustic soda are distributed between the handle of products derived from the caustic and that derived from the chlorine
on the basis of atomic weight of sodium hydroxide and chlorine.
Joint costs and overhead costs.* One other thing while we're
* See "Jo int Cost s in the Chemica l Indu str y," by Pr of. T . J . Kreps, QuarMay, 1930, Vol. XLIV, pp. 455 -9.

terly Journal of Economics,
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discussing costs. Joint costs are not synonymous with overhead
costs. How is one to distinguish between overhead costs and joint
costs? If the products are rival products, that is, if by increasing
the facilities for producing one of them or a group of them, the
facilities for producing the others are decreased, or not changed
at all, then merely overhead costs are present. And that irrespective of the basis of apportioning these general costs, whether on
direct labor, direct material, power consumption, relative floor
space, or relative sales value. If, however, by increasing the
facilities for producing the one, the facilities for producing the
other are unavoidably increased, then joint costs are present. The
existence of joint costs imposes upon the producer the problem oL
finding an outlet or market for the joint product or group of
products. The overhead costs problem, however, is only intermittently present. In other words, overhead costs constitute a
short -run problem, joint costs a long -run problem of persistent
relationships. Overhead costs are a problem resulting from the
fact that the general volume of business changes without changing
the costs proportionately; joint costs involve a division of the
whole body of costs. Viewing costs as composed of a number of
strata, of a stream of material costs, of a stream of labor costs
and one of general, or overhead costs, the problem of fixed or overhead costs involves only one of these strata and represents as it
were a horizontal flow of costs, which may not move at the same
rate as the prime costs strata or of the stream of products. Joint
costs, however, represent a vertical cut in the stream of costs,
both of the prime and overhead costs. Variations in overhead
costs lead to temporary price differences between persons and at
times to cutthroat competition; variations in joint costs to fairly
permanent price differences between the various joint products,
much on the basis of the well known principle, "what the traffic
will bear." For that reason we find a constant movement toward
combinations and cartels in industries, such as chemicals, in which
joint costs are present to a large degree.
In conclusion, a few general observations may profitably be
drawn.
i. Joint costs are a phenomenon of production, whereby two
or more products are obtained at the same time, in a single production process. The relationship between the joint products
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must be such that neither one of them can be obtained without
the other. In some industries, such as the chemical, new products
emerge from the processes at practically every step, the chief problem in the making and pricing of chemicals involving joint costs.
One of the most important effects of the presence of joint costs
is the unavoidable, direct, and perpetual interdependence of the respective volumes of the products produced.
2. There are present in all joint costs two distinct elements;
one of compulsion bearing on costs, and, second, of choice as
to the flow of products. Business policy will determine whether
there will be actual joint -cost production. In most instances there
is a choice as to whether or not the excess facilities are to be
utilized, and a further choice from a more or less limited range
of products the constituent components of the output. But once
the choice is made, the problem is set for the cost accountant.
Of course these two are so closely interdependent as hardly to
be distinguishable.
Thus Prof. T. J. Kreps* points out that in the chemical industry several methods may be employed of varying the costs of the
joint products:
(z ) By introducing an excess of one of the ingredients contributing to the desired reaction;
( 2 ) By varying the temperature and thus affecting the
velocity of the reaction and its direction;
(3) By varying the pressure; and
(4) Most important, by making the mixture of interacting materials as homogeneous as possible. This makes necessary in a chemical plant a large amount of apparatus to crush
and grind the raw material to various degrees of fineness; to
make the desired solutions; to mix and agitate them; and to
melt them.
The problem here is to compare the increments of costs involved in these different situations with the resulting increments
of sales receipts. Careful costing is an essential, for no intelligent decision of choice can be made by a management unless the
additional operating costs and fixed charges entailed by the addi* Ibid, pp. 436 -444.
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tional operation can be matched against the resulting increase in
sales receipts.
3. Where multiple production takes place and one product (or
even more) is the primary object of production, the other must
be thrown away or sold for whatever it will bring, regardless of
costs. This is an important underlying factor in establishing
widely different rates by public utility companies for the peak load and off -load demand of various groups of customers, such
as day and night telephone service, east and west -bound freight,
and street railway and private household electric charges.
4. The cost method must be adapted to the purpose for which
it is intended. In ascertaining costs for tariff adjustments, in order to obtain results equitable and fair to both the domestic and
foreign producers, the Tariff Commission must often employ entirely different bases of cost - finding from those that have proved
satisfactory to the producers themselves. All the time and care
required to assure a logical basis of cost apportionment to the
several joint products are well worth while, both to the producers
and consumers. There can be no doubt that accurate knowledge
of the costs of products, especially in multiple- product production,
means potentially greater profits to producers, fairer prices to
consumers, and a more efficiently organized industry.
5. Prices. The price structure in all industries is vitally important both to producers and consumers. Part of our difficulties
in the present depression, both in the United States and in the
rest of the world, result from price demoralization, especially of
raw materials. So much so that one of the big problems confronting the administration is to devise ways and means for increasing
the prices of agricultural and other raw - material products. There
is nothing more vicious in modern competition, especially as we
have countenanced ruthless, destructive, unintelligent competition,
than blind price- cutting. In this connection it is interesting to
note the appeal of the Secretary of Labor, Miss Perkins, to women
not to purchase low- priced dresses because such articles can be
produced only under sweatshop conditions and their purchase
tends to encourage undesirable conditions.
Unintelligent, blind price- cutting is serious in its competitive
effect upon industry and certainly in its unfortunate effect on
costs when sales allocation is used as a basis of cost apportionment
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between joint or multiple products. Industry itself has realized
this, as is evidenced by the tendency toward cartelization and
combinations in large - scale, multiple - production industries.
Because of the increasing tendency toward specialization and
for other reasons, there is sometimes a sharp demarcation between
accountants and economists. But no real effective work can be
done by accountants on joint products without the most careful
scrutiny of the price structure of the respective products. It is
very important, especially where the sales - allocation method is
employed and where the costs are to serve as a basis for rate
making or pricing, that the prices of the various commodities, or
facilities in the case of public utilities, be studied over a considerable period of time.
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S U G G E S T E D B I B L I O G R AP H Y
JOINT -COST S:

N. A. C. A. Publications:
Cost Accou nting for By Produ cts. Bu lletin II, Au g. 15, 1921 (ou t of print).
Accou nting for By Products. Bu lletin I, Au g., 19 20 (o u t o f pr in t) .
Joint Costs in the Post Office Depa rtment. Bulletin I, April 15, 1932.
Problem in Jo int Costs, A. Bu lletin I, Oct. 1, 1923 (ou t of p ri nt ).

General:
A su mma ry of t he cost repor ts pu bl ished by the T a riff Commission u nder
section 315 of the Tariff Act of 1922 and section 336 of the Act of 1930,
and u nder the genera l investigatory powers of the T ariff Commission, yields
the following list of investigations wherein significant problems of joint
costs and by- product costs have been encountered.

Process joint products

Methanol — methanol, acetate of lime, charcoal
Linseed oil— linseed oil and cake
Dried egg produ cts —egg yolk s a nd whites
Whea t and wheat products —flour and mill feeds

Raul material joint products
Casein -- evaluation of skim milk
*Creosote oil — evaluation of coal tar

Joint production

of grades (which for the special purposes of the Tariff
Commission it becomes necessa ry to segrega te)
Pea nu ts
*Red cedar shingles
Briarwood pipes

By- product credits
Barium carbonate
Fluorspa r —lump spar
Onions - -culls
Corn — fodder and cobs
*Copper —gold, silver, and other meta ls
Milk and cream —skim milk
Fla x upholstery tow —bran and flaxseed
Documents a vailable through Congr essm a n or by pu rch a se from the Government Printing Office, Wa shington, D. C.
*Reports under the general investigatory powers, submitted to the Congr ess; not cost -of- production reports under the "flexible" provisions of t he
T a ri ff Act.
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ACCOUNT ING F O R T H E CANNING INDUSTRY
By R. H. Barr, Secretary,
Hunt Bros. Packing Co., San Francisco, Cal.
T H E canning business there are a number of elements
INwhich
go to make up the cost of a case of canned goods and
are joint costs either of several varieties of fruit or of several
sizes or grades of the same fruit. We split our costs into manufacturing costs and shipping costs. The former take the entire
cost until the cans are filled and stacked in the warehouse. The
shipping costs include cases, labels, labor of casing and labeling,
and loading into cars.
Of the first group, the manufacturing costs, the cans are about
the only element that is a direct charge to one product only. All
the other costs, for labor, fruit, fuel, and even sugar, have to be
prorated in some manner.
In California canned fruits are packed in accordance with uniform specifications adopted by all of the canners through their
trade association and are divided into six grades:
Fancy
Choice
Standard
Seconds
Water
Pie
Into the Fancy grade is packed only the finest and absolutely
perfect pieces. Into Choice goes fine but not quite so perfect
pieces, and to some extent the pieces are smaller. Standards are
still fine fruits, but may be slightly blemished and the pieces are
smaller and less perfect. The other three grades make good eatable
fruit, but less perfect than the three first grades.
Sugar is added to canned goods in the form of syrup of varying densities according to the variety of fruit and grade. The
densities are expressed in terms of percentages, which means per
cents of sugar by weight in ioo pounds of syrup. For instance,
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Fancy Peaches are packed in 5590' syrup, which means 55 pounds
of sugar and 45 pounds of water for every ioo pounds of syrup.
In distributing the cost of fruit to the various grades we have
not only the problem of weight per can or per case, but we also
have the problem of waste on packs subject to special treatment.
For instance, on all cherries there is the waste of stems, but some
cherries are pitted and then the problem is to find the special
waste on pitting. This also is established by tests, but all of these
figures are subject to wide variations from year to year, due to
something in the fruit itself, and they are also subject to variation
due to the size of the different cherries that go into the can.
However, the most interesting problem in canning costs is the
apportioning of the costs to the various grades. As far as I know,
the problem has never been entirely satisfactorily solved yet, and
probably never will be beyond a certain amount of argument,
although we have arrived at certain arbitrary assumptions which
give quite satisfactory results. In the first place a ton of peaches
is purchased for say $2o, and after the peaches have gone through
the preparation department —that is, after they have been pitted
and peeled —they are canned into various grades: Fancy, Choice,
Standards, Seconds, Water and Pie. What determines a grade
may be size or color, or freedom from blemish or workmanship
in the cannery. Nevertheless, the fruit was all bought for $ 2 o
per ton. Now if we charge it to all grades at $ 2 0 per ton, the
lower grades will be sold at a loss, indicating that the cost of
getting the higher grades was more than we have charged to them.
Therefore, we make arbitrary differentials of the cost of fruit
per pound, which form the basis for charging the total cost of
fruit to all grades. I suppose the logical method would be to base
these differentials on selling prices, but this also involves problems that have to be arbitrarily settled. For instance, the selling
price for a pound of fruit in a #io can is quite different from
the selling price is a # 2 3 / 2 can. Then there is the element of
freight and other expenses of buying and getting delivery of the
fresh fruit. Logically, I think that all such charges should be
added to the prime cost of the fruit and prorated. Practically, I
doubt if it would make very much difference in the final outcome
for the chances are we would reduce the split in the differentials
so that we would get approximately the same result anyhow.
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Syrup is mixed in large quantities, usually at 600fo and then
reduced to the proper strength by the addition of water to make
it any density —io% to 55%, or sometimes higher, depending
upon the grade. The problem here is to determine how much
syrup is placed in the can. The problem seems simple on the
face of it , but when a s/ pound ca n ma y h ave as few as 5 or
as many as 1 2 or 14 pieces, with weights varying from I ounce
to 4 ounces per piece, it means that the weight of syrup required is
not uniform. If your canning weight is ao ounces and you try to
get exactly zo ounces in the can, and each piece must be a perfect
half, you are up against a problem in canning in getting all of
the women to fill the cans properly. While the fill is remarkably
uniform under the circumstances, yet there is considerable variation in the weight of fruit and a variation in the opposite direction in the quantity of syrup. The only way is to make numerous tests. Variations of as much as a spoonful of syrup in a can
run into considerable money over the entire pack of any one item,
but we have worked it out so that our variation on sugar is usually
not more than a°Jo over or under on most varieties.
Now there are two problems regarding labor. One is the question of the distribution of the time of certain workers to the various grades of fruit. This I think is probably very similar to
troblems of costs in any organization, but we also have the
question of the distribution of the cost of actually handling the
fruit. What goes into the can is a prepared piece of fruit —in
the case of peaches, with the skin taken off and the pit taken out.
We charge this labor cost to the various sizes and grades simply
on the basis of weight, although I think there is much argument
in favor of adding this to the prime cost of the fruit plus the
freight and prorating the total on the basis of our differentials.
As in the case of freight, I a m not sure that the final results
would be much different. However, I am inclined to think we
shall come to this method sometime.
Another very important element of labor cost is the cost of
sorting. Peaches are graded for size over a screen which automatically separates the large and small ones, but there is much
hand sorting for green fruit, over -ripe or rotten fruit, misshapen
fruit, etc. Frequently this actual sorting means taking out lower
grades of fruit. We aim to charge this to the higher grades of
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fruit even though it is the lower grades that are actually handled
on the theory that the sorting is made necessary in order to maintain the quantity of the higher grades. We also do this for trimming. A trimmed piece of fruit is not suitable for the higher
grades, but by trimming it we save it for the lower grades, adding to the quantity of the lower grades and that in turn tends to
reduce the cost of the higher grades so that even here there is
logic in charging the cost as part of the preparation of the higher
grades.
All of these costs run in the aggregate into considerable expense,
yet each of them taken alone is rather unimportant and, like the
cost of the clerical services, is not handled with as much consistency as would seem to be desirable. There is one more question in prorating labor. Most fruit comes into the cannery in lug
boxes of approximately 40 pounds. The women who pit peaches
or apricots, or peel pears or stem cherries are usually paid piecework rates in cents per box. Now, however, there is an increasing use of machinery for these things and rates are being established on the basis of number of boxes of fruit peeled. This is
not uniform but there is a tendency in that direction. I think,
however, that even in hand work we are really paying on the
basis of pieces of fruit when we take into consideration the
rulings of the Industrial Welfare Commission in establishing minimum rates. Now it probably takes as long to peel a small pear as
a large one. We charge our preparation on a pound basis, but
logically I think it should be charged on the basis of the number
of units prepared. This, however, would give us a cost of labor
for peeling 3.6 times as great on a can that had 18 halves as on
a can that had 5 halves, but I think it would really tell the story
of actual costs. If we were to do this, however, it would mean
that we would have so many different cost figures that they would
be practically impossible to handle. As it is now, we have one
cost for all # 2 / Fancy Peaches. If we adopted that scheme, it
would mean perhaps a half dozen different costs for #a/ Fancy
Peaches. Nevertheless, the selling price would remain the same.
The grade that a certain piece of fruit will make depends to
some extent upon the size of the can in which it is packed, or
the kind of products. For instance, a piece of fruit that is not
a perfect half and therefore unsuitable for Fancy can be sliced
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and make a Fancy grade in sliced, for the part that is irregular
will be thrown out in the slicing. The question comes up as to
the proper grade price to be charged to sliced peaches. We have
largely adopted the rule that the grade price is established by
the name of the grade and all fruit used in a product which we
term Fancy is charged as Fancy, notwithstanding that peaches
identically similar may be only choice in another can. This distinction, of course, arises more out of size rather than color or
any of the other conditions determining the fruit grades.
It would seem to the layman that canning fruit is a very simple
problem of putting some fruit and sugar in a can and cooking it.
Yet as a matter of fact, we have some very real problems, and
each variety of fruit brings up its own group of problems.
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S U G G E S T E D B I B L I O G R AP H Y
CANNING:
N. A. C. A. Pu b lic a tio n s:
Cost Accou nting for Fru it and Vegetable Canners. Bulletin I,
1921 (o u t of p r in t) .
Cost Accou nting for Toma to Produ cts. Bu lletin II, Ma rch 2 , 1925
print) .
Cost Accounting in the Camping Industry. Bulletin I, J u n e 1, 1922
prin t).
Sa lmon Ca nning Costs. Bulletin 1, Au g. 1, 1922 (ou t of pr int ).
Some Accou nting Problems in the Packing Indu stry. Bulletin II ,
1925 (out of pri nt ).

Ju ne 1,
(out of
(out of
Au g. 1,

General:
Canning and Preserving. America n Institu te of Accountants, 135 Cedar
Street, New Yo rk , N. Y. Special Bulletin, No. 29, pages 2 -3.
Applied Budgeting. Henry Bru e re a nd Ar thu r La za ru s. McGraw -Hill Book
Compa ny, 3 3 0 West 4 2 nd Street, New York , N. Y. 1926. pp. 162 -168.
Bu lletin No. 1 5 0 -A of the Canners Lea gu e of Ca lifornia . 11 2 Ma rket Street,
Sa n Francisco, Cal. July 1, 1921 (ou t of print )
Budgetary Control for Canners. Canner, 140 North Dea rborn St., Chicago,
Ill. Ja n. 17, 23, and 30, 1932. 10 pp.
Aid s to Management of Canning Companies T hrou gh Accu ra te Accou nting
a nd Co st In forma tion; Series of Arti cles R eprinte d from Canner. G. V.
Rountree a nd Compa ny, Chicago, Ill. 1928.
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September

September 15
October 1
October 1
October 1
October 15
October 15
October 15
November 1
November
l

Distribution Cost Analysis and Its Influence on Pricing
Policy, by E. S. Freema n
Allocation of Distribution Expenses by Classes of
Produ ct by Use of Sta nda rd Ra tes, by J. Ross Smith
Some Controversial Phases of Standa rd Costs, by Ho ward E. Cooper
The Cost Accou ntant as the Key Man in Shaping Policies, by C. B. E. Rosane
Production Control as a Remedy for the Depression, by
Myron A. Lee
Statistical Costs and Accounting Costs, by Robert D.
[fa u n
Cost or Ma rk et, Whichever Is Lower, by W m . R.
Donaldson
Accounting for Material Use and Control, by W . A.
Block
Utilitization by John Pa uly
Revenu e Accounting by Ma chine in a La rge Cooperative
Apa rtment, by Thu rber Bierce
The Cost of Opera ting Real Estate, by F . L. Smith
Progress of the National Recovery Administra tion, by
A. D. Whiteside
Printing Cost Estima ting for Price Setting, by R. E.
Ja ck e
Costs and Commercial Art, by Cecil Cha rlton
Standard Costs for Machine Shops and Malleable
Foundries, by R. M. Sabin
Bra ss Fou ndry Accounting, by P . J. Lucey
Presidential Address, by Roland Dunkerley
Essential Elements of Cost for Uniform Accounting
Under the N.R.A.
Cost Accounting for Distillers of Alcohol, Gin and
Whiskey, by J. R. O'Connell
Standard Costs and Flexible Budgets in the Brewing
Indu stry, by John W . Dixon
Selling Below Cost Provisions in Indu stries, by Eric A.
Camman
Accounting for Experimenta l and Developmental Costs,
by Norma n B. Cla rk
Sta nda rds for Developmenta l a nd Experimenta l Expenditu res, by Lester W. Field
Budgeting and Accounting for the Federal Government,
by J. Da rlington Denit
Proposed Bill Before the Hou se of Representatives
(sta ndard cost accounting)
Setting Sta nda rds for Pla ting and Ja panning Costs, by
Rodolph H . Redmond
Direct Ma teria l Costs in Electropla ting, by W. H. Sta vin
T he "H ow" of B u d ge t in g, b y A. E . Mu rphy
T he Flexible Budget and Standard Costs in a Business
of Modera te Size, by A. C. Chubbuck
Joint- Product Cost s, b y A. M. F o x
Accou nting for the Ca nning Industry, by R. H . Ba rr

November 15
November 15
November 15
December
December
December
December

1
I
1
15

Ja nua ry

1, 1934

Ja nu ary

1

Ja nu a ry 15
Februa ry 1
Februa ry 1
Februa ry 15
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Ma rch 1
Ma rch 1
Ma rch 15
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